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I. INTRODUCTION 

A.  Background 

1. Government of Madhya Pradesh (GOMP) with a sector project loan funding from Asian 
Development Bank (ADB) has proposed to implement Madhya Pradesh Urban Services 
Improvement Project (MPUSIP), herein after referred as ‘Project’. Madhya Pradesh Urban 
Development Company Limited (MPUDC) shall be the Implementing Agency and the State Urban 
Development and Housing Department (UDHD) shall be the Executing Agency for the Project. A 
project management unit (PMU) created under MPUDC is implementing MPUSIP. 

(i) Continuous, pressurized, safe and sustainable drinking water through private 
household metered connections in 128 towns; 

(ii) Sewage and storm water collection and treatment systems are proposed in 12 
identified towns including national heritage towns Sanchi and Khajuraho & 
Rajnagar; and 

(iii) Project also includes component of non -physical investment (GIS, MIS, M&E and 
Social Safeguards) for system strengthening. 

 
2. The Project is planned to be implemented in three periods: (i) preparatory and 
procurement; (ii) construction and (iii) operations and maintenance. Prior to implementation of the 
project, Design Consultants were hired by Implementing Agency to develop Detailed Project 
Report (DPR) of each subproject town along with safeguard reports. 
 
B. Project Description 

3. As per revised procurement plan, MPUSIP’s physical components include (a) 
improvements to water supply scheme in 69 subproject towns, and (b) sewage collection and 
treatment services proposed in four (4) identified towns namely Saikheda, Sanawad, Anjad and 
Badwaha under tranche I. In tranche II – water supply scheme in 59 subproject towns and sewage 
collection and treatment services proposed in eight towns namely Sanchi, Dhamnod, Mandsaur, 
Nagda, Jabalpur (part-II), Maihar, Khajuraho and Rajnagar. The objective of the proposed 
improvements in subproject towns is to achieve safe and sustainable water services both in terms 
of services to customers, cost recovery and conservation of precious water resources. The project 
proposals envisage providing 100% coverage of population with continuous, pressurized and safe 
drinking water services and achieving progressively increasing cost recovery by expanding the 
coverage and increasing operating efficiency. The main objectives of the Project are as follows: 
 

(i) Supplying pure drinking water.  
(ii) Promote sustainable measures to increase potable water supply to the population.  
(iii) Water supply through future sustainable source developments.  
(iv) Water supply through improvements of safe yield of existing water sources.  
(v) Water supply through improvements to water treatment works.  
(vi) Drinking water supply contributes towards a sustainable regional development.  
(vii) To improve the current state of the water cycle of subproject towns through 

improvements in the separate components of the water supply system in 
investment program  

 
4. The Resettlement Framework (RF) for MPUSIP outlines the objectives, policy principles 
and procedures for land acquisition, if any, compensation and other assistance measures for 
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Displaced Persons1 / Affected Persons, if any. The framework reflects the borrower’s law on the 
Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and 
Resettlement Act 2013, State Government policies, ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS), 
2009 and other social safeguard guidelines. A detailed description of compensation measures 
and assistance is provided in the entitlement matrix. 
 
C. Scope of this Report 

5. This draft land acquisition and resettlement due diligence report is prepared in accordance 
with the agreed Resettlement Framework for the Project in compliance with the ADB SPS 2009, 
for the proposed subproject water supply town -Chand, in Chhindwara district of Madhya Pradesh. 
The subproject will cover a population of 10230 as per census of 2011. This involuntary 
resettlement report is developed on the basis of the technical details available in the Detailed 
Project Report (DPR) for the town (Chand). The population is expected to increase upto 11097 in 
the year 2020. For design year population 13124 (Year 2035) and for the ultimate year population 
15884 (Year 2050) is considered as benefitted under the proposed subproject. Proposed 
subproject components involving new construction or civil work include: (i) Clear water sump 
(CWS) for treated water received from Madhya Pradesh Jal Nigam, (ii) Clear water Transmission 
Main of 12798 m length and 100-150 mm diameter pipes, (iii) Three nos. Over Head Tank (OHT) 
of 100 KL,50 KL, and 60 KL capacity, (iv) Distribution network: 34800 m length (90- 160 mm dia.); 
and (ix) House connections with meters-(Domestic-2220 nos. and non- domestic-100 nos.). 
 
6. The proposed subproject will provide metered water supply connections to domestic, 
institutional and commercial users; 100% coverage of households in all municipal wards in the 
town is envisaged, covering a population of 10230 (as per Census 2011). 
 
7. A due diligence process was conducted to examine the land acquisition and resettlement 
issues in detail, in line with ADB SPS 2009. This report describes the findings and provides copies 
of relevant documents, resolutions, minutes of meetings and photographs. This land acquisition 
and resettlement due diligence report needs to be read along with the Resettlement Framework 
prepared for MPUSIP. 
 
8. Involuntary resettlement impacts will be reconfirmed again after completion of detailed 
design and detailed measurement surveys (DMS) which will be conducted by Design Build & 
Operate (DBO) Contractor before initiation of civil works during implementation2.  Executing 
Agency will be responsible for submission of the updated social safeguard document to ADB for 
No Objection The final involuntary resettlement report will be reviewed and disclosed on website 
of urban local body (ULB), implementing agency and ADB. No construction work will commence 
before the updated social safeguard document for the package is reviewed and approved by ADB 
and compensation to affected persons, if any. MPUDC is responsible to hand over the project 
land/site to the contractor which should be free from all encumbrances.  
 

 
1  In the context of involuntary resettlement, displaced persons are those who are physically displaced (relocation, loss 

of residential land, or loss of shelter) and/or economically displaced (loss of land, assets, access to assets, income 
sources, or means of livelihoods) as a result of (i) involuntary acquisition of land, or (ii) involuntary restrictions on 
land use or on access to legally designated parks and protected areas. It covers them whether such losses and 
involuntary restrictions are full or partial, permanent or temporary. 

2  Detailed measurement survey will be jointly conducted by safeguards personnel of PIU, consultants and contractors 
prior to implementation at each site/stretch of alignment. Report (IR DDR /RP for different sites/stretches will be 
prepared and submitted to ADB for approval; prior payment of compensation to permanent and/or temporarily 
impacted persons is mandatory before start of civil work at each site/alignment stretch.  
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II. POLICY FRAMEWORK, AND ENTITLEMENTS 

9. The Resettlement Framework prepared for MPUSIP sets out the objectives, principles, 
eligibility criteria and entitlements for Affected Persons, based on ADB SPS, 2009 and LARR 
2013 as well as national and state laws for protection of street vendors. Until recently, all activities 
related to rehabilitation and resettlement in the State of Madhya Pradesh had been based on the 
Madhya Pradesh Resettlement and Rehabilitation Policy, 2002 (MPRR) and National 
Rehabilitation and Resettlement Policy, 2007 (NRRP-2007). GOMP adopted LARR 2013 on 3rd 
October 2014 with some specifications for operationalizing its implementation in the state. Details 
of policies are in the Resettlement Framework for MPUSIP. 
 
 

III. SUBPROJECT DESCRIPTION 

10. Project area: Chand is a Nagar Parishad of Chhindwara district in Madhya Pradesh state. 
The geographical Location of Town “Chand” is: 21°56′35.08″N and 79°07′21.13″E, Town is 
situated at average elevation of 590 m from Mean Sea Level.  
 

A. Existing Water Supply  

11. Water in present scenario is supplied by Nagar Parishad Chand from tube wells and hand 
pumps without any treatment. The Nagar Parishad is divided into 15 wards and supply is done 
for only 30 minutes once in three days. 
 
12. Distribution network: Pipelines were laid in the town during the old water supply scheme 
in 1981. A total of about 30 km of pipelines are laid in the town. But pipelines are old and damaged 
at several places and need to be replaced to ensure good water supply. Some of the distribution 
system pipes are cast iron (CI) with length of about 3-4 Kms. The same pipes are used in the 
proposed systems. 
 
13. The distribution network covers 30 per cent of the developed area. Water is supplied for 
a total of 30 minutes once in three days. The per capita supply works out to 25 LPCD. Most of the 
area under the Nagar Parishad is getting water through direct supply from hand pumps. 
 
B. Proposed Water Supply  

14. The proposed Water Supply Improvement Project aims to bridge the gap in urban 
demand, set right the inadequacies in the existing system and provide a safe, reliable, sustainable 
and increased access to improved water supply service for the city’s residents. The primary 
objective of the proposed service improvements is to achieve (i) safe and sustainable water 
services both in terms of services to residents and cost recovery, and (ii) conservation of precious 
water resources. The project envisages 100 percent coverage of population with continuous, 
pressurized and safe drinking water services and achieving progressively increasing cost 
recovery by expanding coverage and increasing operating efficiency.  
 
15. It is proposed to develop a water supply based on Jal Nigam for Chand Town. Jal Nigam 
has agreed to provide treated water to the town. Hence, water supply scheme of Chand has been 
planned considering the source of treated water as Jal Nigam. Intermediate Clear Water demand 
is 1.04 MLD. As per mass curve the total storage required is 0.40 MLD. There are two tanks of 
capacity 200 KL and 50 KL exist. The tanks are structurally good and in sound condition. Hence 
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according to topographic conditions of Chand and balance requirement three OHT of 100 KL, 60 
KL, and 50 KL are proposed. Zone wise details are as follows: 
 

(i) Zone I: Ward no.1, 2, and 3 (100%) will be covered through Proposed OHT 100 
KL 

(ii) Zone II: Ward 5 to 10, 12 and 14 (100%) will be covered through existing OHT 200 
KL 

(iii) Zone III: Ward 15 (100%) will be covered through Proposed OHT 50 KL 
(iv) Zone IV: Ward 4 (100%) will be covered through existing OHT 50 KL 
(v) Zone V: Ward 11 and 13 (100%) will be covered through Proposed OHT 60 KL 

 
16. Table 1 shows the nature and size of the various components proposed under WSS town 
Chand.  
 

Table 1: Proposed Chand Water Supply Subproject Components 

Infrastructure Function Description 

Clear Water Sump 
(CWS)  

To store clear water 
from Jal Nigam 

According to design capacity one CWS of 60 KL 
capacity for 60 minutes detention time. CWS is 
proposed to be constructed at Ward Number 5 near the 
bank of River Kulbhera River on revenue land Hence, it 
is proposed to 60 KL of sump well for storing Clear 
water received from Jal Nigam. Clear water is supplied 
to three nos. of proposed OHT and two no. existing OHT 
through sump well. 

Pumping 
Stations 

To provide adequate 
pressure in the water 
supply system 

At Clear Water sump: 
Provision of 2 numbers Centrifugal type pump having 
discharge 1.05 MLD or 13.26 LPS and head of 66.67 m 
with suitable motor is proposed with 100 percent 
standby (1 no. working and one standby) 

Overhead Tanks 
(OHTs) 

Storage of water at 
higher elevation for 
supply to consumers  

Proposed Three OHTs  
100 KL in Ward 1 for Zone 1  
150 KL in Ward 15 for Zone 3 
60 KL in Ward 13 for Zone 5 

Clear water 
Transmission Main 

Treated water 
transmission from CWS 
to OHTs 

Clear water transmission main- 

• 12798 m long and 100 to 150 mm dia, DI K-9 
pipe 
(11714 m. of 100 mm dia and 1084 m of 150 mm dia 
of DI K-9 Class from Clear Water Sump to OHTs). 
 
 

Distribution 
Network 

To distribute water from 
service reservoirs to 
consumers 

Distribution pipe line of total length 34800 m (HDPE 
Pipes)  

Bulk Water 
Meters 

Monitor water flow in 

the improved network 

6 Nos. Electromagnetic Bulk flow meter will be installed 

to monitor the bulk flow in the main components i.e. at 

the inlet of the raw water mains to know the quantity of 

water coming to the WTP, outlet of the clear water sump 

to know the quantity of water going for the distribution, 

outlet of the service reservoirs to know the quantity of 

water going in the distribution zone or DMA. 
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Infrastructure Function Description 

Consumer 
connection with 
flow meters 

Provide water to 
consumers and 
measure water usage 

Domestic: 2220 nos. 
Non- Domestic: 100 nos 

 

IV. FIELD WORK AND PUBLIC CONSULTATION 

A. Outline of Field Work  

17. Field inspection of proposed subproject facility locations and pipeline alignments that had 
been identified, was undertaken during field visits, along with stakeholder consultations. All the 
land requirement for the proposed subproject components will be fulfilled by government land.  
 
B. Public Consultation  

18. Consultations were undertaken with key stakeholders in line with ADB’s requirements 
related to environment and social considerations. Focus group discussions (FGD) with the 
communities adjacent to sites of intake well, water treatment plant, proposed overhead tank etc. 
was also undertaken. Focus group discussions and meetings were held with the local community 
and institutional stakeholders like engineers and workers of the Urban Local Body (ULB), Water 
Resource Department, Forest Department, Public Works Department, National Highway 
Authority, District Administration, Health Department, Geological Department and others. Various 
issues that may arise during and post execution of work was discussed and necessary mitigation 
measures proposed. Tools used for consultation were public consultations and meetings. The 
outcomes of consultations are summarized below: 
 

(i) The consultations helped identify the felt needs / concerns and apprehensions of 
the communities related to the project and priorities of concerned stakeholders. 

(ii) Consultations revealed that people are aware of the problems of the existing water 
supply system in the town, greatly perceive the need for the project and are willing 
to cooperate in the proposed project.  

(iii) Consultations with key stakeholders revealed that drinking water supply system is 
a problem area for the town and they will accept the project in its entirety.  

(iv) The ULB officials had apprehensions regarding the project: whether it will be a 
financial burden to the Nagar Parishad, especially in view of the fact that the 
Nagar Parishad does not have capacity or resources to repay the loan.  

(v) Consultations were carried out with tribal community members, who expressed 
their perceived difficulty in payment of water charges and requested for a 
special consideration or subsidy to make improved water supply affordable for 
them and ensure their inclusion in project benefits. 

 
19. The major stakeholders targeted during consultations include: 
 

(i) The municipalities, its elected members and staff who will be required to 
oversee the construction of the distribution networks and WTP as well as be 
directly responsible for the maintenance of the installations  

(ii) Local residents who will take initiative to connect their houses with the water 
distribution line.  

(iii) Local business people and traders  
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(iv) Opinion makers who are intimately acquainted with and well regarded by the 
community. They need to be enlisted in spreading environmental awareness within 
the community as well as in conveying the benefits of the project.   

 
20. The minutes of meetings and focus group discussions with stakeholders are presented in 
Appendix-2. 
 

V. LAND AVAILABILITY AND INVOLUNTARY RESETTLEMENT IMPACTS 

21. No land acquisition or resettlement impacts are anticipated for any of the proposed civil 
works for Chand water supply subproject as subproject components are proposed at revenue 
land under Government of Madhya Pradesh (GOMP). Proposed sites / land is reported vacant, 
without any settlement/squatter/cultivator or others, therefore, no involuntary resettlement impact 
are anticipated. 
 
22. Under this proposed subproject, treated water for the Chand Water supply scheme will be 
taken from existing Jal Nigam Scheme. Hence, it is proposed to have a 60 KL of sump well for 
storing clear water received from Jal Nigam. Clear water will be supplied to three nos. of proposed 
OHTs and two no. existing OHTs through sump well. A clear water sump (60 KL) and three new 
overhead tanks (100 KL, 50 KL and 60 KL) are proposed under Chand water supply scheme, 
land proposed for subproject components belongs to Revenue Department. No involuntary 
resettlement impacts are anticipated as a result of these proposals. 
 
23. 100-150 mm diameter DI K9 pipe is proposed to be laid as clear water transmission main. 
The total length of proposed clear water transmission main is 12798 m. Pipes are proposed to be 
laid within existing road right of way (ROW) under the jurisdiction of PWD and municipality/Nagar 
Parishad. 
 
24. The proposed distribution network (34800 m of new pipelines) in the town will be laid. The 
proposed distribution pipelines will be laid within the road right of way (ROW) of Nagar Parishad 
Chand and is not anticipated to cross private land anywhere in the town. Details of land ownership 
for each of the proposed water supply components to be constructed are given in Appendix 1. 
Pipe laying activity on roads in the most congested market areas and densely built-up areas has 
been carefully planned to avoid involuntary resettlement impacts including temporary economic 
impacts to hawkers, shops and businesses. Mobile hawkers and vendors have been witnessed 
along the road side for a significant part of the distribution network alignment. 
 
25. Civil works in the project include linear excavation for laying pipes along the roads, placing 
pipes in the trench and refilling with the excavated soil. The trenches will be 0.4m – 0.7m wide 
and 0.8 to 1 m depth. Subsequent to completion of works, road reinstatement will be undertaken 
by the contractor as part of the civil works. No necessity for full closure of roads is identified. 
 
26. Laying of gravity mains and distribution network pipelines in the project area has been 
carefully planned to minimize disturbance to pedestrians and traffic and avoid income loss to 
businesses. Measures will be taken to minimize excavation, disturbance to pedestrians and traffic 
and avoid income loss to businesses through provision of planks for access, while minimizing 
road reconstruction costs. Temporary impacts to traffic/access to shops and residences due to 
digging of pits for trenchless pipe laying are possible during construction; however, these will be 
mitigated by ensuring access to properties through provision of pedestrian planks, provision of 
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adequate signage, and careful traffic management. Mobile hawkers will be assisted to move to 
places nearby, to ensure their earnings are not affected. The proposed distribution network will 
pass through a mandi (weekly vegetable/fruit market) in old town. The weekly market day will be 
avoided for construction. Only mobile vendors will be shifted to nearby locations during the period 
of construction and assistance to shift from and back to their original location will be provided by 
the contactor, as required. No income loss is anticipated.  
 

Table 2: Proposed subproject components in Chand Water Supply Scheme and their 
Involuntary Resettlement Impact 

 Components Capacity Unit 
(No.) 

Length Land 
ownership 

Involuntary Resettlement Impact 

Water Supply     

1 Clear Water 
Sump (60 KL) 

60 KL 1  Revenue 
Department 
under 
Government 
of Madhya 
Pradesh. 

CWS is proposed to be constructed 
at Ward No 6 on revenue land near 
the river Kulbhera. The identified 
site is found vacant and 
government land. No involuntary 
resettlement impact is anticipated. 

2 Pumping 
Station at 
Clear water 
sump 

 2  same as 
above 

Provision of 2 numbers Centrifugal 
type pump having discharge 1.05 
MLD or 13.26 LPS and head of 
66.67 m with suitable motor is 
proposed with 100 percent standby 
(1 no. working and one standby) No 
involuntary resettlement impact is 
anticipated. 

3 OHT (100 
KL) 

100 
KL 
 

 

1  Revenue 
Department 
under 
Government 
of Madhya 
Pradesh 

OHT of 100 KL is proposed in ward 
number 1 Zone 1. The Khasra 
number is 46 and the  Land/site 
belongs to Revenue department. 
The sites selected are vacant 
government land. No involuntary 
resettlement impact is anticipated. 

4 OHT (50 KL) 50 KL 1  Revenue 
Department 
under 
Government 
of Madhya 
Pradesh but 
under 
possession 
of Nagar 
Parishad 
Chand. 

OHT of 50 KL is proposed in ward 
15 Zone 3. The Khasra number is 
338/2 and Land/site belongs to 
Revenue department. The sites 
selected are vacant government 
land. No involuntary resettlement 
impact is anticipated. 

5 OHT (60 KL) 60KL 1  Revenue 
Department 
under 
Government 
of M.P 

OHT of 60 KL is proposed in ward 
13 Zone 5. The Khasra number is 
275/2 and Land/site belongs to 
Revenue department. The sites 
selected are vacant government 
land. No involuntary resettlement 
impact is anticipated. 

6 Clear water 
transmission 
main 

12798 M  propos
ed 

12798 

PWD and 
Nagar 

The proposed transmission main 
passes through 
unused/vacant/barren public lands 
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 Components Capacity Unit 
(No.) 

Length Land 
ownership 

Involuntary Resettlement Impact 

meters 
of clear 
water 

transmi
ssion 
main.  

Parishad-
Chand 

/ road RoW of PWD and municipal 
roads. The proposed CWFM 
passes through municipal road 
RoW. No involuntary resettlement 
impact is anticipated. 

7 Distribution 
Pipeline  
HDPE pipe -
34800 m 

  34800 Nagar 
Parishad-
Chand Road 
ROW (public 
land) 

Pipelines pass through existing 
road ROW (government roads). 
Temporary impacts on 
traffic/access to shops and 
residences anticipated in some 
places, will be avoided/mitigated. 
Contractor to provide signages 
indicating available alternate 
access route to minimize traffic 
disruptions. Contractor will have to 
ensure access to shops and 
residences as per EMP provisions, 
and will have to avoid construction 
on weekly haat / market day. No 
involuntary resettlement impact is 
anticipated. 

8 Bulk Water 
Meters 

 6   Electromagnetic Bulk flow meter 
will be installed to monitor the bulk 
flow in the main components i.e. at 
the inlet of the raw water mains to 
know the quantity of water coming 
to the WTP, outlet of the clear water 
sump to know the quantity of water 
going for the distribution 

9 Household 
connections 
with domestic 
metres + 
Non-
domestic 
meters 

 2220 
+ 100 

 - During construction period, access 
to residences and shops likely to be 
temporarily affected. Contractor will 
have to ensure access as per EMP 
provisions. 

 
27. Mitigation: The sites or locations for the subproject components have been selected 
carefully to avoid and minimize involuntary resettlement impacts. The following mitigation 
measures are proposed to avoid and/or reduce the impacts during linear pipe works: 
 

(i) Provide prior advanced notice (minimum one week) to community along the 
construction stretch. Distribute information on project and grievance redress 
mechanism, 

(ii) Maintain access to avoid disturbance to residents and businesses by providing 
planks and leaving spaces for businesses and residents to maintain access, 

(iii) Manage traffic flows as per traffic management plan prepared by the contractor in 
coordination with local authorities and communities, 

(iv) Limit the amount of time of open trenches, and complete works quickly where 
business activities are located, 

(v) Avoid full street closure to extent possible, 
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(vi) Contractors shall provide employment opportunity to the local residents and 
particularly woman where possible, and 

(vii) Contractors shall assist vendors and hawkers in shifting to alternative locations, if 
required. 

 
28. This subproject is not anticipated to have any involuntary resettlement impact as there will 
be no physical or economic displacement. The subproject will have no adverse land acquisition 
impacts as the subproject components are proposed on public lands belonging to revenue 
department. Identified sites do not belong to tribal community and no adverse indigenous people 
impacts are envisaged. Transmission and distribution pipeline carry raw and clear water will 
traverse only through right of way (ROW) of the government roads. An involuntary resettlement 
screening checklist is prepared and attached in Appendix 4. Accordingly, the subproject is 
classified under ‘Category C’ for involuntary resettlement under ADB’s SPS-2009. 
 

VI. BUDGET 

29. A budgetary provision is made for costs likely to be incurred for updating and 
implementation of this DDR. 
 

Table 3: Budgetary Provision for DDR 

S.no Description Target group Estimated cost Source of fund 

1 Consultation & information 
disclosure and awareness drive 
through IEC tools 

persons of project 
area 

INR 200,000 Included in 
subproject cost 

2 Connection Drive and grievance 
redress mechanism (GRM)  

Same as above INR 100,000 Included in 
subproject cost 

3 Tanker supply for areas where 
existing water supply disrupted 
during construction  

Project areas INR 100,000 Included in 
subproject cost 

4 15% contingencies  Affected persons 
of project area 

INR 60,000 Included in 
subproject cost 

 Total INR 460,000  

 

VII.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

A. Summary and Conclusions  

30. No involuntary resettlement impacts are anticipated at identified sites for sub-project 
components, as adequate vacant land is available for the proposed facilities, within the 
compounds of available revenue lands in the town. The site for clear water sump and the three 
new OHTs belongs to revenue department and is under possession Revenue Department 
Government of Madhya Pradesh. Linear components (pipe laying) are proposed within 
government road ROWs. Temporary disruption to road users, pedestrians and community 
members will be avoided in the most congested zones of both the towns with proper traffic 
management, with the help of local police and officials. Safety measures shall be taken during 
construction to avoid injuries. Inconvenience to the public shall be mitigated during construction 
by the contractor through simple measures such as provision of planks for pedestrian access to 
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shops, coupled with effective traffic management. Accordingly, the sub-project falls under 
Category C for involuntary resettlement under ADB’s SPS-2009. 
 
31. Social Safeguards personnel at PMU, MPUSIP will be responsible to undertake a review 
of due diligence report during project implementation and if there is any imperative change in the 
alignment, concerned safeguard officials will carry out a due diligence investigation to document 
and study the social impact assessment of new alignment. 
 
B. Compliance with Involuntary Resettlement DDR Requirements 

32. The DDR needs to be updated with the following information: 
 

(i) No Objection Certificate (NOC) is required from Jal Nigam 
(ii) NOC to be obtained from PWD to lay the clear water transmission main 
(iii) Transfer of the identified government land for proposed components under WSS 

Chand to Nagar Parishad Chand, appended in updated DDR  
(iv) Reflection of design or site changes proposed, if any  
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Appendix  1: Details of Land Ownership for Sites where New Subproject Components Proposed 

Component Location Ownership of 
Land proposed 

Plot No.   
(Khasra No) 

Land 
Available (Ha.) 

Status of NOC Sites 

Clear water 
Sump (60 KL) 

Ward Number 6 near 
river Kulbhera 

Revenue 
department under 
Govt of Madhya 
Pradesh. 

444/2 NOC and transfer 
of the land is to be 
obtained from 
Revenue 
Department 
 

 
OHT-1 100 KL, Ward 

number 1 
Revenue 
department under 
Govt of Madhya 
Pradesh. 

46 NOC and transfer 
of the land is to be 
obtained from 
Revenue 
Department 

 

 
OHT-2 50 KL at  ward 

number 15 
Revenue 
department under 
Govt of Madhya 
Pradesh. 

338/2 NOC and transfer 
of the land is to be 
obtained from 
Revenue 
Department. But 
land is in 
possession of ULB  

 

OHT- 3 60 KL in Ward 
number 13 
 

Revenue 
department under 
Govt of M.P. 

275/2 NOC and transfer 
of the land is to be 
obtained from 
Revenue 
Department 
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Component Location Ownership of 
Land proposed 

Plot No.   
(Khasra No) 

Land 
Available (Ha.) 

Status of NOC Sites 

 

Clear water 
transmission 
main 
 
 
 
 
 

 PWD road and 
ULB road 

 NOC to be 
obtained from 
PWD 

 

Distribution 
Network 

Pipes will be laid 
along the 
roads/streets in the 
towns within the road 
right of way (ROW). 
In wider roads 
pipes/sewers will be 
laid in the road 
shoulder, and in 
narrow roads, where 
there is no space, 
pipes/sewers will be 
laid in the road 
carriage. 

ULB Roads  ULB Roads  
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Component Location Ownership of 
Land proposed 

Plot No.   
(Khasra No) 

Land 
Available (Ha.) 

Status of NOC Sites 
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Appendix  2: Details of Stakeholder Consultation 

Date Location No. of 
Participants 

Participants Topics Discussed Issues Raised 

17/10/2019 Nagar 
Parishad 

Meeting holl 

Total=21, Male-
19, Female-02 

Elected representatives • Existing status of drinking 
water supply, need for project 
and demand from the 
community; 

• Existing drinking water supply 
quality by District Water Supply 
and Sanitation Sub-division 
Office; 

• Upfront cash collection; 

• Area covered by the project; 

• Status of existing drinking 
water supply system; 

• Need for improvements to 
present system; 

• Potential positive and negative 
impacts project 
implementation; 

• Local community’s response to 
the project. 

 

• Willingness to connect to 
piped drinking water 
supply; 

• Subsidy to the poor; 
whether community taps 
would be provided; 

• Community participation 
in project 
implementation; 

• Implementing agency; 
and better /improved 
service. 

• The  NP does not have 
capacity or resource to be 
party in sharing the 
burden of loan 
repayment. 

 

17/10/2019 Ward no-5 
Market area 

Total=08,Male-
08,Female-00 

Shopkeeper ▪ Status  of   existing  drinking  

water supply system; 

▪ Quality of existing drinking     

water   supply. 

▪ Briefing on project activities 

probable implementation 

procedure. 

▪ Community participation in 

project implementation.  

▪ Need for improvements to 

present system.  

Potential positive and negative 
impacts due to project 

implementation. 

▪ None of the people knew 

about the proposed 

project. On learning about 

the project, they 

expressed that they were 

happy that the entire 

community would be 

benefited from the 

upgraded water supply. 

▪ Community was glad to 

hear about the new water 

supply scheme. 

▪ Assured full support 

during construction phase. 
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Date Location No. of 
Participants 

Participants Topics Discussed Issues Raised 

▪ People were concerned 

about the monthly water 

tariff. 

▪ Community is ready to pay 

water tariff. 

Community people 

showed their willingness 

totake water connections 

agree to pay user charges 

an amount of Rs. 50 to 

150/- per month. 

17/10/2019 Ward no-14 
Market area 

Total=06,Male-
06,Female-00 

Shopkeeper ▪ Status  of existing  drinking  

water supply system; 

▪ Quality of existing drinking 

water supply. 

▪ Briefing on project activities 

probable implementation 

procedure. 

▪ Community participation in 

project implementation.  

▪ Need for improvements to 

present system.  

Potential positive and negative 
impacts due to project 

implementation. 

 None of the people knew 
about the proposed project.  
On learning about the 
project, they expressed that 
they were happy that the 
entire community would be 
benefited from the upgraded 
water supply. 
 
Community was glad to hear 
about the new water supply 
scheme. 
 
Assured full support during 
construction phase. 
People were concerned 
about the monthly water 
tariff. 
Community is ready to pay 
water tariff. 
Community people showed 
their willingness totake water 
connections agree to pay 
user charges an amount of 
Rs. 50 to 150/- per month. 
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Date Location No. of 
Participants 

Participants Topics Discussed Issues Raised 

17/10/2019 Ward-02 Total=20,Male-
9,Female-11 

Scheduled caste ▪  Briefing on project 

objectives. 

▪  Briefing about the Positive 

Impacts/ Benefits due to 

Project Implementation. 

▪  Additional Benefits like 

employment of unskilled/ 

skilled people  shared with 

the local persons during 

construction, Operation & 

Maintenance etc. 

▪  Grievance redress 

procedures. 

▪ On learning about the 

project, participants 

expressed that they 

were happy from the 

upgraded water supply 

scheme in their town. 

▪ Participants were 

enthusiastic about the 

implementation of 

modern techniques in 

WTP like PLC/ SCADA 

& Recirculation 

system. 

▪ Participants expressed 

interest in skill 

development for better 

wages. List of names 

is attached. 

▪ Participants were 

interested to take 

water connection. 

 

17/10/2019 Ward-1 Total=11,Male-
07,Female-4 

 ▪  Briefing on project 

objectives. 

▪  Briefing about the Positive 

Impacts/ Benefits due to 

Project Implementation. 

▪  Additional Benefits like 

employment of unskilled/ 

skilled people  shared with 

the local persons during 

construction, Operation & 

Maintenance etc. 

▪  Grievance redress 

procedures. 

▪  On learning about the 

project, participants 

expressed that they 

were happy from the 

upgraded water supply 

scheme in their town. 

▪ Participants were 

enthusiastic about the 

implementation of 

modern techniques in 

WTP like PLC/ SCADA 

& Recirculation 

system. 
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Date Location No. of 
Participants 

Participants Topics Discussed Issues Raised 

▪ Participants expressed 

interest in skill 

development for better 

wages. List of names 

is attached. 

▪ Participants were 

interested to take 

water connection. 

▪  
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Appendix  3: Photographs of Consultation with ULB Staff at Nagar Parishad Chand 
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Attendance sheet during consultation with ULB Staff at Nagar Parishad Chand  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English Translation 

S.N. List of Participants Mob. S.N. List Of Participants Mob. 

1 Durga Ragare  6261546931 12 Prakash Pal  9039831189 

2 Sumitiya Chodhri  9685021124 13 Javed Ali  9399180075 

3 Rakesh Namdev 9752043093 14 Pawan Paril  9869225453 

4 Sivram Khar 7067474238 15 Ankit Chorasiya  971344198 

5 Ajad khan  8849418187 16 Dhaniram yadav  9630515612 

6 Rahul soni  9685432727 17 Mohit Maratha  7024000958 

7 Maduraj Soni  9993788862 18 Aasha Ram varma  8120741309 

8 Santosh sahu  8223985232 19 Sukhpat Kahar   

9 Bhimrao  9144479309 20 Shekh Salim Kureshi  9981098780 

10 Raru Ardhi  9993403392 21 Ankit Rajpoot  

11 Hitesh Kumar Chorasiya  9993888175 22   
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Photographs of Consultation with Shopkeeper market area ward No-5 at Nagar Parishad 

Chand 
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Attendance sheet during consultation with Shopkeeper at market area ward no-5 Nagar 

Parishad Chand  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English Translation 

S.N. List of Participants Mob. S.N. List Of Participants Mob. 

1 Kamal Singh   5 Shailendra Singh  9424679286 

2 Ravi Sankar Shrivastava 9630100167 6 Shekh Ashraf  9981674112 

3 Ramdas Sahpuriya 9893746795 7 Satish Jumhare 8319901957 

4 Shiv Kumar 9893132659 8 Ankus Mharaj  9074552277 
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Photographs of Consultation with Shopkeeper market area ward No-14 at Nagar 

Parishad Chand 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attendance sheet during consultation with Shopkeeper at market area ward no-14 Nagar 

Parishad Chand  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English Translation 

S.N. List Of Participants Mob. S.N. List Of Participants Mob. 

1 Rajesh Kumar Gupta  9993465490 4 Kailash   

2 Satyam  7828590490 5 Manish   

4 Faiyaj Alli   8 Siv   
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Photographs of Consultation with SC community at ward No-2 at Nagar Parishad Chand 
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Attendance sheet during consultation with SC Community ward no-02 Nagar Parishad 

Chand  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English Translation 

S.N. List of Participants S.N. List Of Participants S.N. List Of Participants 

1 Manish 8827136474 8 Krishna  15 Sunil  

2 Anurag 7049699496 9 Ramo  16 Gopchand 

3 Mahpal 8349919240 10 Somwati  17 Gobardhan  

4 Prakash 7470623421 11 Ashmati  18 Bhajanwati  

5 Narendra  12 Reshmi  19 Sangeeta  

6 Urmila  13 Sandhya  20 Buddho  

7 Suman  14 Nitesh  21  
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Photographs of Consultation with SC community at ward No-1 at Nagar Parishad Chand 
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Attendance sheet during consultation with Scheduled caste Community ward no-1 Nagar 

Parishad Chand  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English Translation 

 

S.N. List of Participants S.N. List of Participants S.N. List of Participants 

1 Pooja Chorasiya  5 Ramkishor  9 Raghunath  

2 Savita 6 Rooplal Malbiy  10 Balli Chorasiya  

3 Tilakwati  7 Parasuram  11 Basant Chorasiya   

4 Bani Varma  8 Balram  12  
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Appendix  4: Involuntary Resettlement Screening Checklists 

A. Introduction 

1. Each project/subproject/component needs to be screen for any involuntary resettlement 
impacts which will occur or already occurred. This screening determines the necessary action to 
be done by the project team.  

 
B. Information on project/subproject/component: 

   a. District/ Administrative Name: Chhindwara 
b. Location: Chand (29 Kms away from Chhindwara) 
c. Civil work dates (proposed): Not yet proposed 
d. Technical Description:  
 

2. Planning and design of Water Supply Scheme for Chand. The scheme involves construction of 
water reservoir such as clear water sump and overhead tank, laying of transmission main and further 
distribution to end users by various distribution networks through gravitation.  

 
C. Screening Questions for Involuntary Resettlement Impact 

3. Below is the initial screening for involuntary resettlement impacts and due diligence 
exercise. Both permanent and temporary impacts must be considered and reported in the 
screening process. 
 

Involuntary Resettlement 
Impacts 

Yes No Not 
known 

Reason 

Will the project include any physical 
construction work? 

✓   Construction of water reservoir, 
transmission main and distribution 
network pipelines proposed 

Does the proposed activity include 
upgrading or rehabilitation of 
existing physical facilities? 

 ✓   

Will there be permanent land 
acquisition?  

 ✓  Only revenue land selected for 
construction of subproject components. 

Will it require temporary land 
acquisition? 

 ✓   

Is the ownership status and current 
usage of the land known? 

✓   All sites on revenue department land 
(government) sites and all are vacant.  

Are there any non-titled people who 
live or earn their livelihood at the site 
or within the corridor of impact (COI) 
/ Right of Way (ROW)? 

 ✓  All sites are free of non-titled people. 

Will there be loss of housing?   ✓   

Will there be loss of agricultural 
plots?  

 ✓   

Will there be losses of crops, trees, 
and fixed assets (i.e. fences, pumps, 
etc.)? 

 ✓  As distribution line will be proposed 
along the road in town no losses to crop, 
tree and fixed assets. 
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Involuntary Resettlement 
Impacts 

Yes No Not 
known 

Reason 

Will there be loss of businesses or 
enterprises? 

 ✓  During laying of distribution lines in 
congested lanes, temporary 
arrangements will be made, pipeline will 
be located in unused government   lands 
alongside the existing roads (within 
RoW) and can be constructed without 
causing disturbance to houses and 
commercial establishments. 

Will there be loss of incomes and 
livelihoods? 

 ✓  Temporary loss of incomes will be 
avoided through provisions of access 
planks by the contractor.   

Will people lose access to facilities, 
services, or natural resources?  

 ✓  Any disruption of public facilities or 
services will be taken care of during 
excavation. Grievance redress cell will 
be formed ward wise to settle the 
grievances soon. 

Will any social or economic activities 
be affected by land use-related 
changes? 

 ✓   

Will people lose access to natural 
resources, or common property 
resources, or communal facilities 
and/or services? 

 ✓   

If land use is changed will it have an 
adverse impact on social and 
economic activities? 

 ✓   

Will access to land and resources 
own communally or by the state be 
restricted? 

✓    

Are any of the affected persons (AP) 
from indigenous or ethnic minority 
groups?  

 ✓   

D. Involuntary Resettlement Impact 

After reviewing the answers above, EA/ Safeguard Team confirms that the proposed subsection/ 
section/ subproject/component (tick as appropriate): 
 

 [  N ] Has involuntary resettlement impact, a resettlement plan (or corrective action plan) 
is required  

 [  Y  ] Has No involuntary resettlement impact, no resettlement plan is required. 
 

Prepared By:  ABR Architecture & 
Associates Pvt.  Ltd., Raipur, 
Chhatisgarh 

Signature: 
Name:  
Position: 

Verified by: PMU Safeguard Team at Bhopal 
 
Signature: 
Name: 
Position: 

Date: 18 01 2019 Date: 21 01 2019 
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Appendix  5: Land Status Certificate of CMO and Khasra Details 
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Appendix  6: Land records of Proposed Subproject Components 

Khasra No 444/2 Details of Clear Water Sump 60 KL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Note-:   Khasra is Land record maintained by the State Government, which depict 

for each land parcel, the parcel number, ownership, area and land use. 
The Khasra/Land record is usually accompanied by a scaled map. 

             The above record depict that the proposed Water Supply Component 
OHT-1 site is Owned by Revenue Department Government of Madhya 
Pradesh and has an area of 3.914 hectares and fall under Khasra Number 
444/2. 
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Khasra No-46 Details P-II form and Naksha of OHT-100 KL ward no-1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note-:   Khasra is Land record maintained by the State Government, which depict 
for each land parcel, the parcel number, ownership, area and land use. 
The Khasra/Land record is usually accompanied by a scaled map. 

 
             The above record depict that the proposed Water Supply Component 

OHT-1 site is Owned by Revenue Department Government of Madhya 
Pradesh and has an area of 0.890 hectares and fall under Khasra Number 
46. 
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Naksha khasra no-46 
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Khasra No-338/2 Details P-II form and Naksha of OHT-50 at ward no-15 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Note-:   Khasra is Land record maintained by the State Government, which depict 
for each land parcel, the parcel number, ownership, area and land use. 
The Khasra/Land record is usually accompanied by a scaled map. 

             The above record depict that the proposed Water Supply Component 
OHT-3 site is Owned by Revenue Department Government of Madhya 
Pradesh and has an area of 2.217 hectares and fall under Khasra Number 
338/2. 
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Naksha Khasra No-338/2 
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Khasra No-275/2 Details P-II form of OHT-60 at ward no-13 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Note-:   Khasra is Land record maintained by the State Government, which depict 
for each land parcel, the parcel number, ownership, area and land use. 
The Khasra/Land record is usually accompanied by a scaled map. 

             The above record depict that the proposed Water Supply Component 
OHT-3 site is Owned by Revenue Department Government of Madhya 
Pradesh and has an area of 0.670 hectares and fall under Khasra Number 
275/2. 
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Appendix  7:Letter from MP Jal Nigam for Water Allocation  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
English translation: 
Letter from Project Director, Madhya Pradesh Jal Nigam to E-in-C MPUDC Ltd. Bhopal 
 
Your proposal to include the demand of clear water of WSS town Chand in Group WSS  
Machhagora. This proposal can be considered if Nagar Parishad Chand is ready to pay the fixed 
rates of Jal Nigam 
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Figure 1:Key Plan of Proposed WSS town Chand  
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Appendix  8: Google Map Showing Components under Proposed WSS town Chand 

 
 

Google Map showing location of proposed clear water sump well 
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Google Map showing location of proposed OHT at zone I 

 
 

Google Map showing location of proposed OHT at zone III 
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Google Map showing location of proposed OHT at zone V 

 
 

              Kulbhera River and Chand Town Shown in Google Map 
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Appendix  9: Photographs of Proposed distribution network and clear water transmission 
main main through Market areas and congested lanes 

 

Clear Water Transmission Main Alignment 

  

The below pictures depict alignment for distribution network for the town. 

  

 

Clear Water Transmission Mains 

 

Clear Water Transmission Mains 

 

Clear Water Transmission Mains 
 

Clear Water Sump 

 

OHT 100 KL, Ward No. 1 

 

OHT 50 KL, Ward No. 15 

 
 

Minimum road width available is 3 m and width of trench is 0.4 m, hence no road closure is 

anticipated during pipe laying works 

 


